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The chairmen of this conference were V. Bangert (Freiburg) and U. Pinkall (TU
Berlin). Besides the western European countries and the USA also the countries of eastern
Europe were weil represented.
The talks covered a wide field of differential geometry - the main emphasis was on
the theory of surfaces and submanifolds in Riemanman resp. Euclidean geometry. The
. subjects included also topics from integrable system theory, symplectic geometry, knot
theory, Riemannian as wen as affine and conformal differential geometry.
Besides the talks the exchange of ideas in conversations a.nd informal discussions was
an important part of the success o.f tbis conference.
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·"Abstracts:

Geometry of Weakly Symmetrie Spaces
J. Berndt
This is a joint work with L. Vanheeke.
Weakly symmetrie spaees were introdueed in 1956 by A. Selberg in the framework
of his generalization of th~ Poisson summation formula .to what is now known as the
Selberg trace formula. Selberg's definition is rather abstract whieh might be the reason
that weakly symmetrie spaees have not be eonsidered yet in Riemannian geometry. I n . ,
addition, the only known example of a non symmetrie weakly symmetrie spaee so far i s . '
S L(2, IR) with a suitable left invariant metrie.
A rat her simple argument shows that a Riemannian manifold M is weakly symmetrie
if and only if for any two points p, q E M there exists an isometry of M mapping p to q
and q to p. Starting from this nice eharaeterization we derive several geometrie properties
and new examples of weakly symmetrie spaces. Classifications of simply conneeted weakly
symmetrie ~paces of dimension :s 4 will also be presented.

Geodesics of Hofer's metric on the group of Hamiltonian
diffeomorphisms
M. Bialy
Reeently H. Hofer introdu.eed aremarkable biinvariant metric on the group of Hamiltonian diffeomorphisms. In the talk (based on the joint paper with L. Polterovich) I will
give the eomplete description of geodesics of this metric. I will discuss also the theory of
conjugate points in this context obtained by 1. Ustilovsky.

On Knot invariants
U. Brehm
New invariants for knots and oriented links are introduced generalizing the Jones
polynomial. They are polynomials defined by state sums generalizing the definition of the
bracket polynomial.
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Isometrie Immersions of 2-manifo}ds \vith
polyhedral metric into IR
Y. Bnrago
This is a joint work with V. Zalgaller.
Ametrie on a eompaet 2-manifold M (maybe with boundary) is ealled polyhedral if
there exists a triangulation of M into triangles eaeh of which is isometri~ to an ordinary
triangle in IR. 2 •
The purpose of the talk is to present the following pieeewise linear analogy of the
famous N. Kuiper result on CI-isometrie immersions (hut for dimension 2only):
Theorem: Every C 2 -smooth shorf immersion (embedding) 0/ a compaet 2-manifold with
polyhedral metrie can be approzimated by piecewise linear isometrie CO -immersions (C O_
embeddings1 respeetively).
The method cf proofs allows also to eonstruet examples of the following type: Let
Q he a unit cube and B be a sphere of radius l~O' for example. Then Q and B can be
a.pproximated similtanously by polyhedra Qe, Be in sueh a way that Qe is eonvex and_Qe,
Be have isomorphie sets of the edges and eorresponding faees of Qe and Be are isometrie.

Geometrization of Graph Manifolds
S. Buyalo
This is a joi~t work with V. Kobel'skii.
The theory of geometrization of the aspherical graph manifolds is developed. More
precisely, we are dealing with the class M of closed graph manifolds with nontrivial J aeoShalon-Johannson decomposition whose maximal Seifert blocks all have geometrie structures modelled on H 2 x IR. We say that an M E M admits an isometrie (conformal)
geometrization if one ean choose a geometrie strueture of type H2 x IR on every maximal
Seifert block of M in such a way that all gluing maps are isometries (homotheties). The
property to have an isometrie geometrization is equivalent for a given M E M to have a.
metrie of nonpositive sectional eurvature.
We prove thast if M E M has a nonsimply connected graph or if it is nonorientable
then it admits a eonformal geometrization.
These results are consequences of a general concept based on new topological invariants
which are introduced for the manifolds of class M. Using them we give a eriterion {or an
orientable manifold M E M to have an isometrie geometrization.
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Onee again: On the Four-Vertex-Theorem
(Including a historical appreciation)
P. Dombrowski

Combining and simplifying ideas of A. Kneser, W. Blaschke and D. Fog/ E. Schmidt a.
simple, rather geometrie proof for a C 2 -version (following S. B. Jaekson) for a four-vertex
theorem (four proper local extrema of the curvature!) was given. A historical analysis
of the proof, including a counterexample to wrong interpretations about the results of S.
M ukhopadhyaya eoncluded the taUe.

The Gyroid and other triply periodic
constant mean curvature surfaces
K. Große-Brauekmann
It is expected that triply periodie minimal surfaces have constant mean curvature companions. More precisely, if we suppose some orientation preserving symmetries that make
the minimal sunace unique the minimal surface can be embedded into a one parameter
family of constant mean curvature surfaces with the same symmetries.
.
For specific surfaces this behaviour can be proved, e.g. for the Schwarz P - and
D-surfaces, using the conjugate surface method of Lawson, Karcher and the speaker.
For the gyroid this method does not apply.. This triply periodic surface seems to anse in
interface problems. Ey a different method we prove if can be deformed to constant mean
curvature.

H-tori of higher genus
M. Heil
1991 Alexander Bobenko proved that cmc-tori in 3-space are solutions of.. an infina
dimensional integrable system and described all of them explicitly in terms of thet.·
functions. For each cmc-torus there exists a unique pair (M, P)t where M is a hyperelliptic
Riemann surface of some genus 9 > 1 and P a two-dimensional rational plane in the
Jacobian of M. Each such pair (M, P) gives rise to a (g - 2)·dimensional family (M, P +
CDn3t.). How do these families look like in 3-space?
One way to answer it iso the use of computers and sophisticated interactive visualization
softwa.re.
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.Curved Flats,' Isothermic Surfaces and Conformally Flat
Hypersurfaces
U. Hertrich-Jeromin
The ~oncept of Curved Flats seems to have various applications in Möbius geomet ry.
To show how a curved Hat in an appropriate pseudo Riemannian symmetrie space may
be interpreted in terms of Möbius geometry two examples are given: curved Rats in the
spaee of spacelike three planes in five dimensional Minkowski space leading to the theory
of isothermic surfaces in three space and those in the space of spacelike three planes in
six dimensional Minkowski space leading to the theory of three dimensional conformally
Hat hypersurfaces in spaces of constant curvature.

Minimal Surfaces and Period Quotients of Differential Forms
H. Kareher
This is a joint work with M. Weber. We solve a classification problem for minimal
surfaees ,.rith arguments which continue the work of Fricke-Klein.
The minimal surfaces are assumed to be given via. Weierstraß representatio~ in terms
of their meromorphic Gauß map 9 : M2 -+ t and the complex differential of ~ the height
function, 'dh = dz 3 - i· d z 3 0 Rot(900). The period conditions are organized to be re~idue
conditions plus conditions on the quotients of the periods of gdh and idh.
To deal with tori we construct elliptic· functions of degree two as quotients of the
. tori by 180°-rotations. The values are determined up to Möbius transformation~ and
are fuced by symmetry considerations. Then the differential equation depends only on
the cross ratio of the branch values, i.e. on the modular invariant. We consider. p~riods
of differential forms which have no residues ("2nd kind "). The geometrically normcilized
functions behave better than the Weierstraß p function: The periods are, as functions
of the modular invariant, solutions of hypergeometrie differential equations so that the
Fricke-Klein theory of triangular maps can be extended. With this the planar end case
of the Costa classification theorem for thrice punctured tori is reduced to the Schwarz
le~ma applied to the image domains of certain period quotient maps.
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Sphere Packings and Volume Bounds ~or Hyperbolic Manifolds
R. Kellerhals

8y Mostow-Prasad's theorem, the volume of a hyperbolic manifold Mn is a topological
invariant. Its explicit calcuJation is usually nearly impossible. Since the volume voln(Mn)
is related by geometrical inequalities to other invariants such as X(M), biO\-!), ordI(M),
"\l(M), it is of interest to look for low:er volume estimates. By Kazdan-Margulis, there is
for each nEIN a. constant Cn > 0 such that voln (Mn) ~ Cn for all lvln ."
Estimates for the in-radius r(M) := sup{r(z,M)injectivity radius of M at z}, radii
of embedded tubular neighbourhoods and for the size of cusp neighbourhoods yield in
combinationwith Böröczky's density bound for (horo-) ball packings of Hn improved
volume estimates (compare results of Berger, Buser-Karcher).

Finsler Metries and their Applications to Physics and Biology
F.-K. Klepp
Generalizing the Randers metries we consider a Finsler space Fn = (J.\1n, L) with an
(Q, ß)-metric, where the fundamental function L is a (1) p-homogeneous function of two
arguments a(z, y) = [ai;(z)yi yi J1/ 2 , ß(z, y) = bi(z)yi. After a presentation of geometrical
properties of this space we describe several applications of this space in the solving of
thermodynamical, opticaI and biological problems. In this context results of Matsumoto,
Shimala, Ingarden and Antonelli are presented.

Riemannian Metries with Prescribed Curvature Tensor and its
Covariant Derivatives at one Point
o.

Kowalski

A

=

On a vector space V, dimV
n, with a scalar product, an infinite senes R(O),
... ,R(Ic), ... of tensors of types (0,4), (0, 5), ... ,(0, k + 4) ... , respectively, is given which
satisfy
• the standard algebraic identities for the curvature tensor and its covanant derivatives
at one point (the standard sym.metries, the Bianchi identities, the Ricci identity and
t heir prolongations),
6
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• natural inequalities for the components of R(Ic), k = O. 1, ... involving an arbitrary
constant K > 0 (such inequalities are also necessary conditions!).
Then there is an analytic Riemanniän metric 9 on an open ball of the Cartesian space
R"(u 1 , ••• , u") for which u 1 , •.. , u n are normal coordinates and (V(Ic) R)o -= R(Ic) holds
under the identification V == ToR" (0 stands for the origin).
Method: new recursion fonnulas by L. Vanhecke and the present author (using the
method of J acobi operators) and arecent algebraic lemma by P. Gilkey. .

The Moduli Space of Complete Embedded Constant l\tlean
Curvature Surfaces
R. Kusner
This is a joint work with R. Mazzeo and D. Pollack.
We examine the space cf surfaces in m3 which are complete, properly embedded
and have nonzero constant mean curvature. These surfaces are noncompact provided we
exclude the case of the round sphere. We prove that the space M Je
a1l such surfaces
with k ends (where surfaces are identified if they differ by an isometry of JR3) is locally
a finite dimensional real analytic varity When the linearization of the quasilinear eulptic
equation specifying mean curvature equal to one has no L2 -nullspace we prove that: Mic
is locally the quotient of areal analytic manifold of dimension 3k - 6 by a finite gFoup
(i.e. areal analytic orbifold), for k ~ 3. This finite group is the isotropy subgrc;>up o~ the
surface in the group of Euclidean motions. It is of interest to note that the dime~sion
of M Ic is independent of the topology of the underlying punctured Riemann surface to
which E is confonnally equivalent. These results also apply to hypersurfaces of H"+l With
nonzero constant mean curvature greater than that of a horosphere and whose ends are
cylindrically bounded.
.-~~

o{

Complete Minimizing Currents in Hyperbolic Manifolds
U. Lang
This is a joint work with V. Bangert.
Let (M, g) be an n-dimensional complete, si~ply connected Riemannian manifold
which is of hyperbolic type in the following general sense: 9 is Lipschitz equivalent to
some metric 90 on M with pinched negative sectional curvature. Then the boundary at
7
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infinity Mt'JO of M is detined in terms of !Ja. Given a subset L of Moa and an integer
2 ::; m < n, one may ask whether there exists a complete m-dimensional surface SeM
asymptotic to Land aren. minimizing w.r.t. g. One of the results presented in the talk
is that this is indeed the case whenever L is a compact (m - l)-dimensional topological
submanifold of 1\1'70. The obtained m-dimensional surface S is a. Coo submanifold of 1\1
up to a singular set of Hausdorff dimension at most m - 2.
The proof relies on the following trapping property of convex subsets of M: There
exists a const~t da = do(g, go, m, n) such that, whenever Co C M is a go-convex set and
S' C M is an m-dimensional g-area minimizing surface with boundary. as' c Co, then S'
is contained in a tubular neighbourhood of Co within distance distance at most do. The
pIoof of tms property will be sketched.

Minimal Surfaces in Flat Tori
M. Micallef
It is weil known that complex submanifolds of Kähler manifolds minimize volume in
their homology class. An obvious obstruction to establishing the converse of this fact for
area nunimizing surfaces comes from the fact that the homology dass represented by the
surface may not be of type (1, 1). In a Ha.t even dimensional torus T 2n, any element of
H 2 (T 2 n, Z) is of type (1,1) with respect to an appropriate constant orthogonal complex
structure. Nevertheless, we prove
Theorem 1: Let E g be a closed nonhyperelliptic Riemann sur/ace 0/ genus 9 ~ 4. Then
there exists a /lat metne h on T 2 g and a con/ormal map 'U : E g ~ T 2 g such that u is a
stable minimal immersion which, however, is not holomorphic with respect to any constant
complez structure whieh is orthogonal with respect to h.
This theorem is "sharp" in the sense established by the following two theorems that
are several years oid.
Theorem 2: Let u : :E g ~ T" be a eonformal stable minimal immersion 0/ a hyperelliptic Riemann sur/ace into a ftat torus. Then u(E g ) lies in an even dimensional totally
geodesie subtorus T and is holomorphie with respect to a constant complex strueture which
is orthogonal for the metrie on T.
Theorem 3: Let u : E g ~ Tl' be a Jull, con/ormal and minimal (butnot necessarily
stable) immersion 0/ a nonhyperelliptic Riemann sur/ace 0/ genus 3 into a'"'6.dimensional
jlat torus. Then u is holamorphie with respeet to a eonstant complex strueture whiee
orthogonal for the metnc on the torus.
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SeIl" dual manifolds with positive Ricci curvature
. S. Nayatani

e

An oriented Riemannian 4-manifold (M,g) is said to be seI! dual if its Weyl curvature
W, thought of as a bundle valued 2-form t satisfies W = .W, where ... denotes the Hodge
star operator. Two familiar examples of compact self dual manifolds are provided by S4
and ~ p2 with their standard metrics. And they have been the only known examples of
compact self dual manifolds with positive Ricci curvat ure.
In this talk! I give new examples by explicitely constr~cting such metries on the
connected sums ~ p2U~ p2 and q: p2d~ p2p~ P2. On the other hand, it is rather easy to see
that a compact ·sel! dual manifold with positive Ricci eurvature must be homeomorphic
to cL'p2~ ... UQ;p2 for some n ~ O.

--...--....

This i; a joint work with C. LeBrun and T. Nitta.

Isometrie Immersions and Integrable Systems ..

3-

F.Pedit
This is a joint work with D. Ferus.
It is shown that isometrie immersions of aspace form M"( c) into another spaee
form M2n-l(c) are related with CUnJed Flats in the pseudo Rie~annian symmetrie spaee
olf~l~)~~)(" : Starting from an isometrie immersion f a suitably modified Gau.ß m:ap of
f defines t~e curved Hat. The condition for some framing of a map into this symmetrie
space to frame a eurved Hat together with the integrability condition ean be written as
a fiatness eondition for a suitable Joop algebra valued 1-form. And so integrable system
theory ean be applied to construct curved fiats and hence isometrie immersio~~.

Exotic Lagrangian Tori
L. Polterovich
Given two embedded Lagrangian tori in the standard sympleetie ~ with the same
classical invariants (that is Maslov and Liouville classes), is it true that there exists a
Hamiltonian flow which takes one to another? Last winter, a negative answer to this old
question was given by Y. Chekanov. His approach was based on a clever application of
the theory of symplectic capacities.
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The purpose of our talk is to explain a new short praaf of Chekanov's result based on
Gromov's theory cf pseudo holomorphic curves (joint ,work with Y. Eliasberg).

Essential Confonnal Vector Fields on Pseudo Riemannian
Manifolds
H.·B. Rademacher
This is areport on joint work with Wolfgang Kühne!.
A conformal vector field is essential if it is not a Killing field for any conformally
equivalent metric. In particular conformal gradient fields with zeros a.re essential. We
show that a complete manifold with a confonnal gradient field with a zero is conformallA
Bat. Then we give an example of a. complete real ana.l:ytic manifold carrying a compleiP
conformal gradient field V = gradep whose zeros are in bijection with Z. Here the function
<p satisnes the n pendulum equation"
Hesscp

+ w 2 sin<p . 9 = o.

Conne~tions on Defonnation Spaces of Algebraic Curves
L. Schwachhöfer
Given a (real or complex) manifold M, a geometrie strueture in the sense of Ca.rtan is a
reduction of the total frame bundle of M. For such a structure it is natural to ask whether
or not there exist connections with "as little torsion as possible" which are compatible
with the geometrie structure.
Gf course, the first natural attempt would be to specify those geometrie structures
which admit a torsion free connection. Some examples of this anse on the Moduli space
of algebraic rational curves in a higher dimensional manifold.
However, in general such a connection does not exist. Rather, there is a unique
connection of "least torsion U.
_
We study these connections and their properties and try to relate Differential
metric terms such as torsion and curvature to Algebraic Geometrie terms such as sheaf
cohomology.

G'
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Geometrie rrransforrnation techniques für PD 8
(iVlonge-Ampere and Codazzi)
U. Simon

sn

Let M be diffeomorphic to
and let V· be a. torsion free, Ricci-symmetric affine
connection on lvI, h a Riemannian: metric. Define the second order elliptic differential
operator D by

Df := traceh(Hess· /

+ _1_/ . Ric·)

n-l
where Hess· is the V· -covariant Hessian and Ric· the Ricci tensor of V·.
For <p E COO(M) given we solve the existence and uniqueness problem for the PDE
Df =

tp.

For the solution we develop transformation techniques. The homogeneous solutions (Vf

=

0) generate the first spherical harmonies . Applications:
• The study of Codazzi tensors on (M, V·);
• global affine hypersurface theory;
• uniqueness problems for (M, V·).

Deltatapes and Soap-Film Singularities in Higher Dimensions
J. Sullivan
Plateau observed (and Taylor proved) that there is only one point singularity possible
in ordinary soap films: the cone on the edges of a regular tetrahedron. There are seven
other possible cones to rule out, which are the duals of the other convex deltahedra
(polyhedra with equilateral triangle face~). For instance the octahedro~ is dual to a
cube, but when a wire-frame cube is dipped into soapy water, the film formed has less
area than the cone would. Here we consider the same problem in higher dimensions.
Potential polyhedral singularities in soap-films correspond to deltahedral polytopes with
regular simplices for {aces of some high dimension; we have classified these in almost a1l
dimensions.
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Isothermal surfaces
K. Vosa
A curve net on a. Riemannian manifold M2 is ealled isothermal if it consists of the level
curves of a pair of conjugat harmonie funetions. Such nets are invariant under conformal
mappings 1\1[2 - !Vf2. A surfaee F ; M2 -.,. M3 is called isothermal if the net of curvature
lines is isothermal (with respect to the induced metric on M 2 ). Such sunaces are invariant
under conformal mappings M 3 ~ M3 of the ambient space.
Isothermal surfaces ean be characterized by the vanishing of a. certain differential
invariant of fourth degree. In Euclidean three space there are a lot of special classes of
surfaces w hich are isothermal.
Euclidean and Möbius invariants of isothermal surfaces are discussed. A Euclidean
characteriza.tion is given by
.•
Theorem 1: A simply connected surface F without umbilics is isothermal i/ and only -i~'
there e:cists a variation field V along F such thflt [' = 0, B' = 0, II' =F 0 for the variation
0/ the fundamental form.s I, [[ and the mean curvature H.
Theorem 2 (Erard 1968): A-ssume K(H2 - K) O. Then Fisisothermal if and only i/
there erists a variation field V such that [[' 0, H' K' 0 anti l' :;6 o.

=

t=

=

=

On Surfaces and Hypersurfaces in Affine four space
R. Walter
Both submanifolds are studied with respect to the equi·affi.ne geometry of IR"'.
In the hypersurface case, we treat the question of homogeneity. This asks for those
regular hypersurfaces which are orbits of a three dimensional Lie group of volume preserving affinities of IR:'. Using specific properties of three dimensional Lie algebras, we
determine here in particular all such hypersurfaces with a semisimple group.
For surfaces in m.4, the so called Burstin-Mayer metric is discussed. This is, in the
regular case, a Riemannian (or pseudo Riemannian ) metric on the surface which can be
derived canonocally from affine· data alone. Recently, this has been taken up by Nomizu:"
Vrancken in order to construct a new type of a transversal plane bundle. Here we derive a
local and a global result on the existence of non-elliptic points with respect to this metric.

e
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Affine Gauß maps far surfaces in IR4
C. Wang

m.

4

Let z : M -+
be a nondegenerate surface with affine metric g. If 9 is definite,
we write 9 = 2ee w ldzl 2 • Then the map ~ := (zu - w:z z ] : M ~ ~p3 is global defined
. and equiaffinely invariant. We call ( the Gauß map of 2:. If 9 is indefinite, we write
9 = 2e (du 0 dv + dv ® du). Then the maps { := [x uu - wux u ) and 1] := [Z{vvj - wvx v ) :
lJ ~ IRp3 are global defined and equiaffinely invariant. We call and 1] the Gauß maps
cf z. Then we prove the following
Theorem: The surfaces in IIt with constant Gauß maps are open sets 0/ the sur/aces
W

e

(i)
(u,v,u 2 -v 2 ,2uv),
(u, v) E JR2;
(ii) (u, V, u 2 , v 2 ),
(u, v) E JR2;
(iii) (v, e- 2o , e- 2u u, e- 2o u 2 ), (u;v) E m.2 •

Berichterstatter: U. Hertrich-Jeromin
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